Functions
DND unit is specifically designed for hotels whereby the hotel guest can make his requirement known to hotel staff / visitors.

Technical Specification
- Rated voltage - 230V~ 50-60 Hz
- Suitable for screw less mounting on the plates.
- Provided with long life LED.
- Connectors provided for easy wiring connection.
- Suitable for mounting on inflammable surface.
- Impact protection: Ik02.
- Class II application.

Special Features
- Options available on Actuator unit:
  RED: Do Not Disturb OFF
  GREEN: Make My Room
- Red / Green indicator as selected by room occupant is displayed outside the room on DND indicator as well as inside on the DND actuator unit (operating point inside the room) for confirmation of the hotel guest.
- Connection to door bell / buzzer routed through actuator ensures that when ‘Do Not Disturb’ (Red) sign is ‘ON’ supply to bell / buzzer is cut off. Thereby, in such condition even the guest remains undisturbed.

Nomenclature and Marking
GM modular range is marked with details using laser technology with absolute precision and indelibility.

Example of Use:
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